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introduction
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observations

+2!l*,!( *lare
going to dominate
the 21st century.

wealthier families
,  l,!l0 l 2 (l  ( ...

),!(6l?nlis about
!! l(!2,:ll
especially in poor countries in ) and '%

Having more kids
is  + one of my
DREAMS!

kid fight:
Just an idea, but
maybe she’s hitting
him with her
astronaut helmet
and he’s choking
her with his tutu

...so the world population is likely to #  at aboutll
nml!lpeople and then slowly decline.

"+)land ' =' +l   )l
are going to create a lot of  2l1 +...
you’re feeling the
benefits of what
Adam Smith called
the 0* l
 %

soon you’ll
get the
(  you
deserve.

You can learn
more about that
in the (,!!l
,(! . ,!l,!l
!! *%

1900

...and give many more people the
opportunity to #.(*. l, (l ( *%

2000

2100

as a result, story #1 points in a direction
that’s nothing short of ( .!.*%
look,l.#l
  9

boy:

A world of o=sl!l
2 = . , and
therefore  ,6 and
2 ,6 people.

I want to be a
 (9l

girl:

i want to be an
*,(!.,9

But is this storyl,!!ll
!! l,!l l,(. <l

what about
*,!(6l?o<

4

5

0(! ,l !

(* cover all sorts of topics.

overfishing

pollution

endangered species

habitat loss

story #2 is about the
0(! ,l# ,l
of all this growth and
development.

brown bear waves
to polar bear who is
floating away on a tiny
chunk of ice.

This book focuses on , l  %
also known
as !l
2(.

What’s going to happen
when !*l!l
)) and ')
all try to live  l
 ')<
The invisible hand of
free-market economics
isn’t likely to fix ,*...

...Not without
some  #9

6
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Climate change is a #!, 6l (

you’re a
l  (9

l**. .

Maybe it’s an 4*, ,l,( ,...

you’re an
(*,9

...and maybe it’s only a !(l,( ,...

climate change might
*,(!6l.l
08,!9

we should focus on
"!0 (,6 and !*
and  l (l
2, (9

sister

brother

sister

dad between them
brother

but it might be possible to find some   l' - ...
That common
ground is going
to be 6 FEET UNDER
because 2 E( ll
!l,!l  9

Nonsense,
2 E( ll
!l,!l
/ 9

...by thinking of climate
change as al,( ,%l
these are on the fridge, like
magnetic poetry, but magnetic
threats.

/! ,l/

father says this... he’s trying to
promote communication, the kids
are on the couch seething.

!l *

,!l

Where should we put
climate change on this
*,l!l,( ,*<

...and maybe it’ll be
and by then it might
bel,!!l, l,!l
l !l!( 9



*lbefore we know for sure.
Or to do

 **9

No wonder
climate change is
such a 2  l
#(! %

this book will help you  l.#l6!.(l!2l %l
and learn 2,l6!.l
l !l!.,l,...
...and what we can
l !l,! , (9

,

!  l*

.(,6

+ ((!(*
*, (! *l
( l.l
, l

l) !!*
.l!!

"!.,

l (l1, (%

 l)# 
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"!0 (,6

9

you might find it hard to believe that humans can
.  l, l ,( l# ,...

This book is about the
*  , l, !(6lof climate
change...

part one:
observations
[aka global warming (“wanted” poster?)
Or maybe scientists say “We said there’s a
lot of evidence, and here it is!”]

...and about what might happen
to life on earth if that scientific
theory is !(( ,...
part two:
predictions

...but there’s lots of scientific evidence that
.l ,0,6 is l, l , %l
...and about 2,l2 l l !l
!.,l,%

Most of the observed
warming since the mid-20th
century is 0 (6l 6l . l
,!l.l ,0,6.

part three:
actions
[So the three parts are: what’s
happening, how bad will it be, what can
we do about it?]

nvrm*
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ommm*
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A good place to start is with a few

,!*...

...and with an !* (0,!.

+ refers to what the weather in a certain place is -)-5l %l
Seattle in July has
*.6l* *lvmbl
!l, l, .

...And it
!*,l 0 (l
(*9

Sounds
# ( ,l!(l
l2
9

Afternoon highs
are usually sv=uol
lJon=ouK...

Earth’s climate
has 26*l
 ll.4%l

-)-5 doesn’t mean 15)...
...so You should think of CLIMATE as
/ ' l1 + '...
Sorry!
This is very
--)-%

+
is what you
EXPECT.

Here on Planet Earth,
climate change has
26*l lll
 ,l!l ...
...and it 26*l
2l %

1 + '
is what you
GET.

...and , l  as a  ll0 ( l2 , (.
On average,
these flowers now
bloom ! l2 l
( (l,l, 6l
 lrml6 (*l!.
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l #, (lo

a brief history of everything

Little girl:

But if the climate is
always changing then
2,E*l  ( ,l
+)l+ <

Little boy:

what do
" " have
to do with it?

that’s a !! l
&. *,!9l
perhaps us, with more firefighters:

Let’s start to answer
it by taking a brief look
at the *,!(6l!l
# ,l (,%

Tell me 0 (6,l
,,E*l##  l
*!l(%

Well, first the
(,l !! ,
and then the
!*.(*l
 ...

i thought it’d be fun to have
warm clothes and wintry
conditions in this panel...
not sure it works yet, but
perhaps there’s something
to the brainstorm.
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one scientist holds a globe,
the other a flashlight...
not sure it makes sense, but
i thought there was some
chance it could forshadow
the energy in and out earth
sun relationship.

The earth formed about
4.6l!lyears ago.
4.6 bya

4 bya

3 bya

2 bya

then, After . ( *l!l!*l!l
6 (*l!l 0!.,!...

that’s a
!l, 9
1 bya

Now

scientist standing on primordial rock looking at
the timeline, perhaps with binoculars.

4.6 bya

Now

this same character would do the explanation at
the end of the chapter comparing geologic and
human time scales.

What do you
call a single-celled
organism that 0 *ll
6!.(l!4<

in the early days it was a great
!, ll!l&. l(! ...

Will you two
)-+l-"!
I’m trying to
  +'+ 9

%

...which belched out !,l* * and 2, (l0#!(ll
to form the early ,!*# ( and ! *%

harold

...some of these organisms figured out
#!,!*6, **...
perhaps earth burps, moon says
“excuse me.” or perhaps not.

.( 9

husband
says:

amoeba leaps out of a
bathtub and runs around
outside,

the (*,l l!(* appeared in the oceans
!.,ll!l6 (*l, (%
4.6 bya

...which is the   l(  ,! that allows
( l,* like #,* and  to grow.
Now

What do you
call a single-celled
organism !,lll
l#(!( l* <

!%

Photosynthesis turns
*.,, 2, ( and
(!l !4 ...

you and your
jokes are so
#(,0 9

What do you
call a single-celled
organism *# ll
 ll,. <

(! %

...into things like
(! ! and
 l*#(!.,*%

Oh great.

Green things
are the )
of the 
l
%l
Without + 
there could be
nol-)%

harold

how about we add this in glossary entry
too, it helps make photosynthesis feel
important.

2

Eek! harriet, come
back here!

i’m imagining this in the glossary, i’m
recommending it because it makes the material
feel real. sugar is energy, it comes from the
sun directly through photosynthesis.

but it’s also
how *.(l*l
!( 9

i vote to put this in the glossary under photosynthesis:

6CO2 + 6H20 -––sunlight!––––> c6h12o6 + 602
carbon dioxide plus water plus sunlight equals sugar plus oxygen

3

!2 6*, green
things play a key role in
the (!l 6  ...

between about 2.5 and 1.5 !l6 (*l
!, however, green things did something
perhaps even !( l#!(,,.

Every year about
noml!l,!* of
carbon gets sucked
in by plants through
#!,!*6, **...

every year about vml
!l,!* of
carbon )) / )ll
l* 2, (...

4.6 bya

Now

They pumped lots and
lots of !46  into
the atmosphere.

 of the oxygen
in the air got
there through
photosynthesis!
scientist
holding
plant.

...and about that
much returns to
the atmosphere
through ( ,
!#!*,!,
and ( *#(,! by
plants and animals.

Getting 35 lJ! oKlinto the
+ )" ' was ' 5l
" '++ because...

...and about
that much
returns to the
atmosphere.

kid

scientist
#2

.9lBecause
)
need OXYGEN
,!l( , %

well, yes...
...but this was a
billion years  !( l
*%

also by nice to have
a dynamic feel here
in the drawings, so it
feels exciting.
fish and plants and
fire and birds and etc.

See the glossary
for more details,
like !  l
#!,!*6, **.

later on we’ll see
the influence ofl
.l ,0,6%

scientist in car or on
bike

...because it led to the creation of
a 6 (l!l 7  lJ! pKlin the
upper atmosphere%

kid

What’s so important
about ,,<
perhaps in
astronaut suits.

...which is crucial to l l!l (,%

scientist
#2

the ozone lay
be at the bot er should
of the
stratophere,tom
at the
top of the tronot
posphere.

Well, .%
scientist
#3

Let me tell
you...
left-to-right line-up of a plant a cow a person
the cow eats the plant, the person looks at the cow hungrily, with fork and knife...
the final line can be said by a scientist.

about 60% water
and 20% carbon.
Mostly water
and carbon.
Mostly water,
most of the rest
is carbon.
4

about 60% water
and 20% carbon.
Mostly water
and carbon.
Mostly water,
most of the rest
is carbon.

l

(



about 60% water
and 20% carbon.
Mostly water
and carbon.
Mostly water,
most of the rest
is carbon.
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You ( what
youl ,9

when I do the
I’ll make the laydrawing
ers look
like this:
http://www.nc-c
limate.
ncsu.edu/edu/k1
OzoneLayer/body2/
and unify it wit
panel on pageh 9the

5

despite what many people think,
The ozone hole is !, closely
related to global warming...

 !( l, l 7  l5 ', the only place
 could )-'// was in the  %
4.6 bya

Environmental
problems are !,
all the same...

now

...and you can’t
solve them all by
( 6 %

Scientist to guys drinking sodas
and carrying six packs of sodas.

The sun generates
/) l+...
amboeas in school,
underwater:

...but it also generates
 5l-+'/  +l
' + %

scary teacher
scaring them

...but it is valuable to !#( and !,(*, the two issues...

The ozone hole is
related to human emissions of
!8! = *,(!6 gases such as
 ' - ' ' )lJ*K%

, (l, l!8! l6 (:lthe sun’s
  *,l.0l(6*lgotl!  ...
4.6 bya

now

ozone is like
*.* ( l
!(l, l ,( l
# ,%

a bottle of sunscreen here
with a clever name and some
text like:

PARTIAL protection
against UVA and UVB.
COMPLETE protection
against DEADLY UVC.

Just playing with ideas here, but maybe
two bottles:
Sunscreen: Protects against UVA and UVB
for up to 2 HOURS.
Ozone: Protects against DEADLY UVC for
BILLIONS OF YEARS and counting.
[Maybe something about
Now with CATALYTIC ACTION!

i’ll strive to make this graphic resonate
with the ozone layer on the previous
spread... to indicate that the gases
accumulate in different layers.

y says: Since we have an image on the previous
spread identifying where the ozone layer is,
maybe we should replicate that there and then
indicate where most of the GHGs are (namely
in the troposphere, the layer closest to the
earth). Note that there are some GHGs above
the troposphere, but most reside there.
g replies: good idea! i’ll plan to unify this with
the graphic on page 7.

perhaps on the planet, a tiny tiny factory
emits the cfc’s and a tiny tiny car emits the
co2
perhaps the lines are said by scientists in
astronaut costumes.

to allude to the nifty fact that ozone
blocks UVC without itself getting used
up. Instead what happens (I think) is that
UVC knocks O3 into O2+O, and then they
recombine and can block more UVC.]

Global warming is related to human
emissions of ( !.* gases
such asl (!l !4 lJ oK%

...and, about about a  l5 ')l :
life started moving + l+ l %
4.6 bya

Now

...And we can take heart from the ##6l  
to the ozone hole problem.
call back to the “Eureka” moment from p3:
[Scientist #1:
Harold streaks onto land, wife says:

Oh no, harriet, not again!

No wonder everybody got worried when scientists discovered
l! ll, l!8! l6 (lin the 1980s.
6

President Reagan
helped phase out CFCs
and the ozone layer is
( !0 (%l

Scientist #2:

If only global
warming was so
*69l

But let’s get back to the )+ '5l
OFl" +l '+...
7

The ")+l l5 ') have seen
2 l ) in the + %
4.6 bya

Of central importance to our story is
the (! (!.*l# (! :
some prmhp!!l!lyears ago...

i think this line works great
coming out of harriet’s
long suffering husband

Now

The only thing
" ' + is
 %

4.6 bya

Now

Giant scorpions!
Giant cockroaches!
Giant crocodiles!

This wasn’t just before
" " , this was even
before  )-').

(Here’s links to cool Carboniferous HYPERLINK “http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/history of the earth/Carboniferous”
trees and HYPERLINK “http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/ancient earth/Coal forest” swamps and HYPERLINK “http://science.
nationalgeographic.com/science/prehistoric-world/carboniferous/”



animals like 6-foot centipedes, mammoth cockroaches, 3-foot scorpions, dragonflies the size of seagulls, and 20-foot
crocodiles.)

There WERE times when
l !0 ( l!*,l 0 (6,...

4.6 bya

[Alternatively, the scientists could be paddling right-to-left across the graphic, saying “About 300 million years ago...”
“...shortly before the dinosaurs!” And then there’s the jaws of a T-Rex or something emerging from the RHS of the page
(maybe rising out of the swamp?). But... I’m a bit worried about having humans and dinosaurs in the same graphic. It might
be okay as long as we’re clearly being jokey about it, but it might be a point of contention with reviewers. Also technically carboniferous means
the HYPERLINK “http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur” dinosaurs didn’t appear until about 230m years ago...bu; it’s “shortly
“coal bearing”
[Here’s some HYPERLINK “http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
...because some of the before” on geologic time scales!)]
Carboniferous” \l “Life” cool images of the pe riod.]

Now

organisms that 

This ) 1l
'+ is FREEZING!

then...

What do you call
a single-celled
organism 6ll
ll! <l

Good thing there
weren’t actually
" " back then!

amoebas having a
Funeral

!.%

...got buried and cooked
underground for
. ( *l!l!*l
!l6 (*...
Knock knock

...and at least one time when
, l!(,l#! l2*l,(!# %l
4.6 bya

Who’s there?
%
Oil 2!<

Now

l l %

man in pool, sweating:
waiter, get me an 
, 9

l

Good thing there
weren’t actually
" " back then!

waiter:
sorry, there’s !l

%

...and eventually turned into ' =)
Just an idea, but maybe a gas station sign that
has a giant cockroach or scorpion or fern
or something, and instead of Mobil it’s called
Carboniferous?

l ))l- ).

that’s where a lot of our
  comes from...

(Google “sinclair gas” and you’ll see the dino
image. That’s kind of what I’m thinking...)

...and plenty of  and
+-'l) too.

filling up car.

8
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is it worth mentioning here how
important continental positioning
is....antarctica is sort of an air
conditioning unit... just something to
flag this part of the equation?

During the last nmml!l6 (*...
4.6 bya

4 bya

3 bya

2 bya

In particular, over the past
2.5l!l6 (* the planet has gone
through # (!  l5 *...

i’m thinking no, but leaving this note,
since it seems important to include
some more specifics about this
somewhere.

1 bya

100 mya
100 mya

80 mya

60 mya

40 mya

20 mya

How about a roller coaster here? We could have it roughly follow the
temperature profile over the last 2.5 million years, and in doing so it
would foreshadow the stuff in the next chapter.

...the continents *!26l (, into
the positions they have today...
Continents move at about
the speed that your
fingernails grow...
...about 100 miles every
million years.

Now

Now

Just an idea, but maybe there’s a coffin here and
these words are coming from someone hidden
inside the coffin, except for one or two creepy
hands with long fingernails!

...of 2(l" '

corpse with long
fingernails?
one contenent here

)...

one contenent here

...and species either  l! or *!26l
0!0 linto the forms they have today.
thanks to an
*, (! 65
million years
ago...
perhaps a little rodent
says this line

same landscape here and below,
but the one below has huge
glaciers invading.

...we said
goodbye to the
0 ! (#,!(...

perhaps both pictures also feature
an elephant, here he’s got no hair,
below he’s got a warm coat of hair.

...and hello to
the   %

Or maybe the cool period has a
mammoth frozen into the glacier?
the idea is to highlight the evolution from dinosaurs
into birds.

perhaps a person says this,
somehow positioned so is in the
same place as the rodent.

so the chicken and the dinosaur
have the same gesture.

...and !!l" '

even more recently, the Earth’s climate has
 l 1ll,...
100 mya

this picture has a huge glacier and
wooly mammoths.

Look, I’ve
CALMED DOWN!
Nol
*!2l
(,*...

Scientists call these
cool parts l
" ' )%

...but  is a ( ,0 l, (%
Now

...and no
,(!# l
!(,l
#! *9

wow, what
were you like
 !( <

).

Everyone
else calls them
l l )%

scientist

kid going bonkers

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quaternary glaciation
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modern .l *lappeared in Africa
only about omm:mmml6 (*l!...
100 mya

Now

be nice if the scientist was riding
the dinosaur and the dinosaur was
looking right here at the black line,
but I’m not sure it’ll be possible with
these lines.

+l 9l

l #,
(lp
the ice ages

dinosaur
mammoth

That’s  +
compared to 100
million years...

- time scales
are way different
than    time
scales.

...andl / l ))
compared to 4.6
billion years.

lady gaga
or scientist

old, perhaps swap with boston”

Go back 15,000 years
and this was under a
 l!l 9

...and it wasn’t long before they
started asking ,!.l&. *,!*%

if we use Manhattan,
that timeline/amount
isn’t quite correct...

I wonder where
I can , l
*! l*<l
I wonder how I
can 0! l l
, l6ll, (<

I wonder
what .*
the  l *<

http://www.
nycgovparks.org/
about/history/geology
i suppose it doesn’t need
to be identifiable as
manhattan, but maybe a
beach scene would make
just as much sense???

i’m not sure about this gag... a bit obscure...i
think we could use the old one though. It’s fun
and stands alone.

nice idea that
skyscrapers are
covered, but beach says
hot.
people selling stuff at a street fair:
if we do energy in and out first,
then this could be:

I wonder
what .* *
, l
 <

[Maybe the person is near a boulder field or something? It was the presence of weird boulders
from far away that led scientists to realize that there were giant glaciers &etc back in the day.
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Your NAME on a GRAIN OF RICE.
Your LIFE HISTORY on a MICROCHIP.
Your PLANET’S HISTORY in a BUBBLE OF AIR.
worried this gag may be distracting.

early geologists hypothesized that
there .*, have been  l *%
What could have carried
, * l+l' ) here
from ,!* l )++l
 -+)<

By (l !2l
,(!.l,,l ...

there must have
been **0 l
  (*9

...and 68lthe various layers...

i’ve got a
6-foot ! 9

or
#( *,!( l
,*9

i’ve got a
mile-long
 l !( 9

It’s a bit like
-++l),
but not as messy.

i’ll draw her
as a cyclops
:-)

20th century scientists !(
this by studying Earth’s two remaining
,l l* ,*%

...scientists can measure the 0 ( l*.( l, # (,.(
of planet earth far into the *,,l#*,%

one’s over
(  ...

Graph based on Petit et al., 1999

Over the past 400,000
YEARS there have been
1'l" ' )...

2 scientists, one stands on
others shoulders

...including the
#*,lnm:mmml
6 (*.

stepping
over the
peaks

...the other’s over
,( , 

looking
at the
current
time

o

Average Today

these ice sheets
were built up over
. ( *l!l
,!.* *l!l
6 (*%

but those warm
periods have been
the 3 "+ )%

-8
300,000 ya

200,000

100,000

Now

penguins...

these 

standing below,
looking up

l !( * show that Earth has usually been
4-8 C (7-14F) COLDER than it is now.
note, add the degree symbol.

Those *l
, # (,.( *l
 *...

...were
enough to
put 
under a  l
l %

i vote to credit the
graph with something
like this:

2

check out the
glossary to learn
more about it.

3

Thel6*, (6l!l, l

it turns out that the tilt 0( *
over tens of thousands of years.

l *...
I wonder why there
aren’t   (*
here anymore?

a return to
19th century
geologists from
the top of the last
spread:

And now, in )+'  6l
 1), the tilt of the earth
is 23.4l ( *land slowly
getting 2  (%

and don’t say
#( *,!( l
,*9

We’ll have
an update in
9,000 6 (*%

or this could
be croll giving
technical details.

...was mostly solved by the Serbian mathematician
-+l /+lduring the First World War%

When the TILT is stronger,l) ) )l( l*,(! (...
the ( l6*, (6l
is why we’re fighting
thisl .l2(9

my feet are
on fire,
my head is
freezing!

my head is on
fire, my feet
are freezing!
Character here,
tilted over

He studied the ,* of
the earth’s !(,l(!. l, l*....
it orbits
once a year...

alt.
alt.

out of the
(6l
#...

...but as it does
it   (* and
2! * a bit.

...and into
the ( 8 (%

...and when the TILT is weaker, ) ) )l( l2  (.

playing with top.
showing the kid the top.

i’m getting
cooked a more
even amount all
around...

...no matter what
time of year it is.

Character here,
tilted over less,
this will be a hand
drawing.

...including the ,, of the earth, which causes 2, (* and *. (*.

In .6 the
NORTHERN
HEMISPHERE gets
!( l*....

APRIL

In .(6 the
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE is
dark and cold...

n

n

s

...and the SOUTHERN
HEMISPHERE is (l
and ! %

+2!l!, (l '+l/'+ )lalso affect
the strength of the seasons.

They’re the
 /+l
5 )%

s

OCTOBER

...and the SOUthERN
HEMISPHERE gets
more sun.

mm to kid.

perhaps hoola hoops for both mm
and kid

mm wiggling, not saying it, but wiggling
his hips..
!,l,!l*  %

4

5

the !0, l 6  ltheory says
that these orbital variations...

this might be a good place
for a footnote about
“positive feedback”... could
say “positive feedback loops
#6”

they’re 2 *
and  *!
mm dances
around wiggling
and jiggling.
or hoola
hooping!

...trigger #!*,0 l
 l!!#*l
that bring us !., of the ice ages...

...and send us  l,!l, %

y says:
perhaps how yawning is
contagious but i’m not sure
that communicates the
feedback effect. it’s got to
be cumulative.

Kid rub
eyeballs ->
Kid screams
and runs
around ->
i’m
,(*,6%

or hoola
hoops like
crazy?

perhaps the kid says
“i’m thirsty from all that
hoola hooping.”

alt, running around
makes the other kids go
crazy zany.
the challenge of that is
that i’m having trouble
imagining drawing it.
we’re still brainstorming
about the best analogy
to use here to get
across the idea of
feedback.
we’re pretty certain it
should have a kid getting
more and more excited
on this page, and less
and less excited on the
opposite page. however,
exactly we’re not certain
yet what should be the
source of the feedback.
if anyone has any
brainstorms, we’d love
to hear them!

have some
*! %

it has to start with one
kid crazy and a bunch
of kids not crazy and
progress to a bunch of
kids crazy. it’s a chain
reaction analogy, not a
circular one.

the kid is running around
here in fg.

I’m going
+ '9

past exhausted parent.

perhaps holds
hoola hoop
in stalled
position.

i’m tired.
or perhaps the kid says
“i’m tired from all that
hoola hooping.”

Maybe the kid falls asleep
and the parent makes some
sort of quip about

have some warm
milk.
holds blankie
maybe

Too bad this
won’t last as
long as an ICE
AGE.

kid asleep here in fg

in other words, The Milankovitch cycles are
, l"  'l!l, l l *9
Could be a rock band, with
MM as drummer.
start rock band/ marching band
analogy here.

let’s see how
it works
in !* (l
,%

i set the rhythm.
mm is the drummer for the band

6
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for A *#

l0 (*!lof the Milankovitch story...
Milankovitch:

#6 this Milankovitch effect are " )+/ l

If you want the
full story you can
read my sos=# l
!!9

l

")...

 ,l l
 l*!2

...imagine we’re in   during a  l# (! %
like the one
that peaked
om:mmml6 (*l
!%

maybe include a map of what the earth looked like at the peak of the
last ice age?
http://www.scotese.com/images/LGM.jpg

 (l
, # (,.( *

#!*,0 lll
ll
 *

The Milankovitch cycles eventually create
conditions with *,(!l* *!*.
!,l!,
summers.

! l ! l
winters.
Lots of melting ice
and snow.

But there isn’t enough
NEW SNOW to keep up
with the summer melt.

...like the 
Ice and snow
'  + lots of
sunlight back into
space.

this is a bald guy!!:

that causesl l l) 1lto give way to  l l1+ '%
some gag about being in canada with less
snow.

Now we can
plant # l
*6(.#l,( *9l

(i love this!)

l  +.
with full head of
hair!!!!:

Land and water
) ' more
sunlight, warming
the planet.

rock star hair!!!!
could be different
members of the
band...could be one
of our scientists is
bald, another has
big hair.

In this way the Milankovitch cycles, combined with " )+/ l
create an , ( l# (! %l

show mm drummer
leading the band here.
these are fans attending the concert, so you see the
band and the amps on-stage, and the conversation
here is the classical conversation between people who
can’t hear each other:

it sure is !,l
and !. lin
here.

l

"),

What??

fingers in ears.

8
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to see how it works in the other direction,
imagine we’re in the middle of an , ( l# (! %

now the 

!l 

, works in the !, (l (

Land and water that
) ' lots of
sulight...

Like the ONE
WE'RE IN  1%l

,!...

...get covered with
Ice and snow that
'  + sunlight,
cooling the planet.

scientists outside the music venue, buying tickets or waiting in line or
whatever? with a marquee saying:

Tonight:
!0, l l, l

bald guy again.

 *

We could even add some additional band names to the marquee, like two of
my favorites from around Seattle:
Extra Fine Shredded Lettuce
The Uni-Bros

...as do other " )+/ l

l

").

4# l
 l l
*!2

The Milankovitch cycles eventually create
conditions with  l* *!*%
 l
summers.

Albedo, water
vapor, CO2,
altitude

 l
winters.

see the glossary
for details.

but still cold
enough for snow
in places like
 %

not much melting ice
and snow.

perhaps kid
with hoola
hoop

!2 (l
, # (,.( *

#!*,0 lll
ll
 *

skiing?

that causesl l l) 1lto slowly replace  l l1+ '%
What’s MORE CANADIAN
than # l*6(.#<

all this brings up a #( ,,6l!0!.*l&. *,!%
 l  59
Given that we’re
.(( ,6 in an
, ( l
# (! %%%
...should i worry
about thel 4,l
 l <

10

What??

11

The *2 (, according to the natural
progression of the Milankovitch cycles, is that
2 l( l . l!(l!, (l l ...
Oh no, I better
*,! l.#l!lll
ll ,l!9

...but not for at least pm:mmml6 (*%l
ah,  0 (l
 9

l CARBON
#,
(lq
DIOXIDE

rock fan again:

other rock fan

might be fun to pull apart this text
so that the zeros look a bit like gas
molecules. could be a simple sight gag.
i’d make sure to use the right number of
zeros, but there’s too many zeros here
to count anyway.

With every breath of
air you inhale about
nm:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmml
gas molecules...

A more immediate concern is the .l. 
on the atmosphere and the climate.

...including about
o:nmm:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmml
molecules of O2...
About that
 ,l!...

...and about
q:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmm:mmml
molecules of CO2.

scientist from
behind the two of
them.

m
rock fan

m m
m m m

m

m

m
m

m m
m m m

m

m

m

alt.
perhaps zeros enter a
character’s open mouth.
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In the early 1950s a chemist named
( *l 0 l ...

What we call ( is actually a mixture
that’s about onbl!46 ...
created over the
eons by all that
photosynthesizing
( l*,.%

remember to depict in picture,
in oceans and on land.

call me Dave.

...figured out a way to accurately measure
, l ! ,(,!l!l (!l !4 ll(%

...and about tubl,(! .

How about something like he’s got two balloons on a
scale or is comparing two balloons or two bags or two
samples and he says:

a Nitrogen Day rally here with lots of puns about atmospheric nitrogen, N2:

I’m into N2
N2 deep

D1: What’s the CO2 difference between these
two samples?

N2 the dragon

D2: One in a million!

N2 the Nth power

The (  nb includes 2, (l0#!(...
Starting in 1958, Keeling and his colleagues made 6l *.(  ,*
of CO2 at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii...

[Maybe have a kid at a blackboard showing
21+78=99, and it’s raining outside?] Or maybe
something about evaporation and the water
cycle?]

y brainstorm:
Might be useful for a
callback when we do
ocean acidification,
perhaps a line like
“Sorry, kid, not EVER.”

...and small amounts of other gases such as (!l !4
It’s ! !( **,
!!( **, and
0* ...

...and it’s the
focus of this
chapter!

lJ oK%l

C’mon dad, let’s
go to the   9

Sorry, kid,
not now.

wearing snorkeling gear

...and the results made himl!.*%l

Well, not (! l*,(l
famous...
...more like
  famous.

2

3

Keeling made two l * !0 ( *. First, he discovered an
.l 6  lin CO2 concentrations.

during the northern hemisphere 2, (:
CO2 gets “exhaled” into the atmosphere...
D1
(rastafarian):

dude, It’s like
the planet is
' +9

D2 (scientist
or business
type):

l

...thanks to processes like the
!#!*,!l!ll 0 *.

CO2 concentrations [parts per million]

Okay, hippie,
take it easy.
325

320

Of course, WINTER
in the north is
)- 'll, l
*!.,...

315

may ‘59

oct ‘59

may ‘60

oct ‘60

...but the South is less
important because there’s
 +l-l %l

This cycle is related to the * *!*...

Look at
page 39

holding tilt graphic
from previous chapter,
but the picture will
have the sun shining
on it.

...and to the (!l 6  ...
Look at
pagel69

then during the northern hemisphere *. (:
CO2 gets “inhaled” out of the atmosphere...
...by  ( *

l#!,!*6, **%

all the ( l
*,. growing in
the !(,...

holding carbon
arrow from previous
chapter.

...and to the fact that !*,l!l, l
on earth is in the NORTHERN HEMISPHERE.
look at
a #9

!( l lmeans
!( l' l
)+-.

...swamps the impact
of the Southern
Hemisphere winter.

this will be hand drawn, with
stronger contrast between
land and sea
plus clear equator and
highlight of north v south

4

5

The graph of the daily measurements that they and their colleagues
have made since 1958 is called the  l .(0 ...

Keeling’s second l * !0 (6 was that CO2 concentrations in the
atmosphere were  ( *l!0 (l, %

325
380

some gag here about it
going up.

320

some gag here:
360

315
340
1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

Keeling’s measurements continued for 6 (* and then



320

*...

up and up and up it goes,
how high?
nobody knows.

CO2 concentrations [parts per million]

CO2 concentrations [parts per million]

400

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

[Maybe show him before blackboard or something with this HYPERLINK
“ftp://ftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/ccg/co2/trends/co2 annmean mlo.txt” data
going down the page: “Year / average value, 1960 / 317ppm, 1970 / 326ppm,
1980 / 339ppm, 1990 / 354ppm”]
perhaps he gets a beard as he grows older.

...and it is now one of the !*,l!.*l * in the world.

400

380

340

320

CO concentrations [parts per million]

360

perhaps just trudging up the side of mona kea...

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

museum with the Mona Lisa
and Mondrian
and The Scream
and the Keeling curve

...and after his retirement his son stepped into his shoes.

this time it’s the dad is grandpa age,
the son is dad age, and the lines are
virtually the same:

It’s also one of the central pieces of 0

C’mon son, let’s
go to the   9

Sorry, dad,
not now.

this time it’s the dad is grandpa age,
the son is dad age, and the lines are
virtually the same:

with snorkle and fins.

perhaps ending with a
favorite art criticism
query:

What’s causing
the increase?
What’s going to
happen because of it?
What can we
do about it?



in this book.

what does it
 <
is this gag better with
only this?
or add y’s
brainstorm:

what is it
, l.*<
[Maybe the blackboard continues down the page,
and Ralph is saying “2000 / 370ppm, 2010 / 390
ppm”

6
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Thosel ( *l ol 0 *lare closely connected to two human activities:
.(l!**l. * and !( *,,!%

here’s how the (!l 6  is affected by
thelul l+ ) of carbon emitted
by human activity  l6 (:

fellow with a chainsaw cutting down trees and saying

119.6

!l
,!*

# *

and sometimes
!,l,l, l
* l, 9

About 3.6l l
+ ) remain in the
,!*# ( ...

122.6

!l
,!*

90.6l

!l
,!*

About  of that extra co2 gets absorbed by #,*
and by other (!l**lsuch as the ! *...
We’ll come back to this
in Chapter 3, on ! l
   ,!.

...About 1.4l
 l+ )
are added to the
! *...

92.2

!l
,!*

*#*

(*

...and About 3.0l
 l+ ) are
absorbed by #,*l
 l*!*.

...but the rest *,6*ll, l,!*# ( ,
pushing up the Keeling curve.
scientist in car with trailer that has a
plant on it perhaps.

CO2 in the
atmosphere now
averages about
qmml"'+)l" 'l
 ...
...and is ' ) by
about ol##l# (l6 (%

Human emissions are a )l'+ lof the natural cycle,
but over timel,l )l-"%
inhale more than
you exhale...

...and pretty soon
your lungs will
4#! %l

hippies from the previous spread

8
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Scientists have also put the Keeling
curve in *,!( l !, 4,...
What did CO2
concentrations look like
 !( lnvru<

Even  ' l7 is the relationship between
this *,!( l ol +...
...by studying the amount of co2 trapped
in  l !( *%

We learned
about these in
Chapter 3.
holding ice
core.

co2 data
looking left.

300,000 ya

200,000

100,000

Now

...and thel l ' l+ " '+-' l + from page X.

as you can see, +! 6E*l 0 *...

temperature
data

300,000 ya

200,000

100,000

Now

it’s !0!.* that co2 and temperature have been !* 6l( ,
for the past 350,000 years.

320

315

CO2 concentrations [parts per million]

325

bending
over
backward
looking
up.

What are the odds
of that happeningl
5l <

Less than one
in a million!

...are !l, l (,* compared to
the last 350,000 years.
Just a note that the axes here need a bit of work with labels and
tickmarks.
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The ! ,! between CO2 and temperature is SO STRONG
that it’sl *6l,!l ,l'' l15...
CO2 is thel
(0l!( l
behind the ice
ages!

be careful,
 '' +  is
!,l-)+ %

on the wall
perhaps the excitable kid

l #,
(lr
energy

...so DON’T FORGET what we
 ( ll, l)+l"+ '%
The
 /+l
5 )l* ,l, l
, #! for the
ice ages...

MM as a drummer saying:

Your l -+l
depends on   5l
and   5l -+...

as we’ll see in the NEXT CHAPTER, however, CO2 has a  'l-  l
on the planet’s temperature.

...but The CO2 FEEDBACK
LOOP helps #6l
, l ** 9
And then we see the amps
and stuff in the next
frame and a scientist or
somebody else says:

[And then we could have
smallish amps labeled “Albedo
feedback” and maybe “Altitude
feedback” and a really big amp
labeled “CO2 feedback”.

12

perhaps bank teller and
customer depositing huge
bag of money.

...and the
'+E)l+ " '+-'
depends on  '5lll
and  '5l -+%

The two dominant influences on global average
temperature are  (6lland  (6l!.,%l

If you spend a year measuring air temperaturesl
l!0 (l, l*.( l!l, l# ,...

It’s true for your house and it’s
true for the whole planet.
globe with thermometers sticking
out of it.

currently about
nql:lrtl%

When  (6ll*l (,
the planet 2(*l.#...
just like your house
warms up when you turn
on the heater.

...what you end up with is a !l0 ( l
, # (,.( for planet Earth.

maybe teenage
boy turns up the
heat...

if you wanted to, you could
do the same thing for your !.* %l
...and When  (6l!.,l*l (,
the planet !!*l !2%l
[Maybe a kid putting a
thermometer in a weird
place—ceiling? Bathroom? And
the parent asks

What are you
!<

Maybe the kid says

about
oml:l
sul%

just like your house cools
down when you open a
window.
show energy
leaving house

maybe teenage girl
opens the window,
annoying her
brother....

So to understand global temperature we need to understand
more about  (6ll l  (6l!.,%
2

3

 (6l is simple.

the amount of energy
hitting the earth each
* ! ...
hair dryers could fit
with family above,
teenage brother is very
annoyed at teenage
sister for running the
hair drier.

...is equivalent to
 l# (*!l!l
(,l(.l444l
(l (6 (*l!(ll
2! l6 (%

Energy from the sun includes /) l+
and other types of  +'  +l' + %l
could do a silly icon or
superhero for the different
kinds of radiation.

high-energy
.,(0! ,l
J.0Kl( ,!l
has the shortest
wavelengths.

perhaps a scientist rides
each arrow.

If the sun was
a basketball
on one end of
a full-sized
court...

...the earth
would be a
large grain of
sand under the
other basket.

0* l,
wavelengths
cover the whole
(!2...

low-energy
(( l
( ,!lhas
the longest
wavelengths.

it’s partially
blocked by the
ozone layer.

...from shortwave
0! , to
longwave ( %

we’ll come back
to this in a
moment.

perhaps shorten this wavelength a bit so the earth wavelength on
the next page contrasts more.

4
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Crucially, energy out *! includes radiation
0 l!l6l, l (,l,* %

 (6l!.,lis more complicated.

THE '+ DOESN’T
EMIT AS MUCH ENERGY
AS THE )-...
astronaut here

...BUT IT
)l +l
 '5%

It includes solar energy that is
(  , l l,!l*# ...
...by !. *land by , l (,E*l*.(

%

This outgoing energy is in the (( part of
the electromagnetic spectrum...
in fact, its
wavelengths are
!2 (l  (6land
! ( than those
from the sun.

closeup of
astronaut from
the panel above

...and is familiar to anybody who’s
used ,=0*!l! *...

perhaps very dark frame with guy
with night vision goggle, OTHER
saying:

What you’re seeing is the
'' l' + 
given off by the things
around you.

it’s the
 !l
 ,9
about 444% of all
incoming energy is
reflected by clouds,
ice, snow, sand, etc.

call back to rock
star hairdo and bald
guy

...or felt the warmth of al*,!0 .
A  + stove isl
' l +...
...and a 1' stove
is '' l +%

check out the
glossary for more.

I’M NOT SURE THIS ISN’T TOO CLEVER.

including this Technical note: If you study more climate science, you’ll learn that reflected
solar energy is usually subtracted from ENERGY IN rather than being added to ENERGY OUT. We’re
following a more intuitive approach, but of course both ways are correct

6
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and that brings us to ( !.* l* *.
water vapor (h20)

methane (CH4),

carbon dioxide (CO2)

m












m

m

plus others
that are less
important.

By reducing energy out,
greenhouse gases 2(l, l# ,%

Just like
)-+! warms
up your  -) %

what makes them ( !.* gases
is that they !E,l, ( ,l
much with  (6l...
...butl !l, ( , with  (6l!.,%
the design of these
reradiation arrows will
be tweaked a bit.

or a  +
warms up yourl
! 6%

plus, these small arrow
wavelengths need to be
very long.

we’d like to try to think
of something silly here!

perhaps
shorten this
wavelength
a bit so it
contrasts
more with the
energy out
wavelength.

8

Some of the
!.,! radiation
gets re-radiated back
towards Earth.
alt,

Greenhouse gases
!  some of the
outgoing radiation.

9

In the 1800s scientists FIGURED OUT that this ( !.* l 
HAS a !(l# , on the earth’s temperature...

The +- surface
temperature is about
nqllJrtlK...

,

The greenhouse effect on Venus is of course
 +l-) l5l-)...

Or by
'+)!

...butl1+ -+l
'  -) l) ) it
would be =nulJmlK.

Or by
"' )+ 'l
+)9l

martian here.
wearing early 19th
century version of
jeans

geologist
here, or
giant.

wearing early 19th
century version of a
parka

...and we’ve already seen that there’s
a +-'l'  -) l  +lon Earth too.

During the  l ),
CO2 levels varied between
about num##l
and oum##...

...and today scientists know that similar
greenhouse effects exist !l!, (l# ,*%

... and during  + -) l
'+ periods, they were
-l. l '%

have we really gotten the idea of ppm
across by this point? just askin.
visual callback to hothouse earth image
from chapter 2.

Venus has tml+ )
MORE atmospheric
CO2 than Earth...
...and that’s a big reason
the surface temperature
(462C, 863F) is hot enough
to  ,l  9



But we’ve also seen that -) have been
 !,* of GREENHOUSE GASES to the atmosphere.
since the start of thel
 -)+'l' / -+  in
the late 1700s...
...we’ve increased CO2 levels
,!lqmm##%
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The Swedish chemist (( .* was one of the first to recognize that
.* were !!*,l, l( !.* l  ,%

the drawing will show that he
was in the late 1800s. (with his
clothes, and maybe a farmer
with a horse.)

This is going to be
great for farmers
in Sweden!

l #,
(ls
science
In 1896 he studied what would happen
if we
- CO2 concentrations...

What if we went from
ouml""...

...and MADE A ROUGH CALCULATION OF
the / +-l' ) lin  l
/ ' l+ " '+-' %l

why should I
TRUST 5 -<
(Arrhenius,here, carry over
from the previous page)

...to rsml""<l

Don’t trust -)%
LOTS AND LOTS AND LOTS OF PAPERS WITH A
PENCIL SCRIBBLING FURIOUSLY

About r:l
v%

(climate scientist from
the bottom of previous
page):

Trust the
) +l
 + %
[he’s got reams of paper and
a pencil]
perhaps crawling out from
under the huge pile of
papers.

his estimate from 1896 came ( (6l !* to the range that
climate scientists talk about today.

they’ve got all these fancy computers

12

About o=4C,
3.6-7.2F.

This process  0 (l  *...
The scientific method involves
0 !#l6#!, * *...

this is a little quibble,maybe we’ll
get back to it, maybe not...

even *,  coldn’t
unite '/+5 and
$-+-l )%
Newton under the apple
tree, maybe with F=ma
or F=Gm 1m 2/r^2.

but mentioning quantum feels a
bit brainy to me and i wonder if we
could say something that includes
the fact that our descriptions of
big things don’t overlap with our
descriptions of really tiny things...
not sure, and i’m not inspired
at the moment, but i hope this
philosophical type material can
feel as visceral and immediate as
possible.

perhaps on the chalkboard e=mc2
on one side and some quantum
squibbles on the other, with a gap
in the middle and a stumped einstein
holding his head in his hands.

...and it never produces “) -+ l+'-+”...

..., *, those hypotheses
*,l, l( l2!( ...

(jumper1):

astronaut:

the theory of
gravity is .*,ll
l, !(6%

Newton’s THEORY
OF GRAVITY works
!l, l!!9
But with things like ")l
it’s a LITTLE BIT OFF.

fancy
satellite

...and (  those hypotheses *

...but the ) +l +
is still one of
the most powerful tools we have.

l!l, l ,%

(jumper2):
Einstein, with a blackboard behind him that has E=mc,
E=mc2, and E=mc3, with the second circled and the
others crossed out.

2

at *.# (ll*#
*:l
)+  works better
than  1+ %l

it’s the best thing
to 
l+ before
you  "%

3

For example, you can’t do  +' 
3" ' +) about ) ...

l

i gave  +/ l
+  l)+) to
these kids...

The ideal way tol, *,ll, !(6
is with a !,(! l 4# ( ,...

...and not to
these ones.

Kid’s science project with plants

I gave LOTS OF WATER
to these plants...

...and NO WATER to
these ones.

let’s see which
ones survive.

evil mad scientist.

...or about + l %

medicine testing:

I gave 4,(!
to these 6# ( ,0 l
 *...

...and not to
these ones.

i’d prefer something
funnier than diabetics.

let’s see which
ones can
concentrate
better.

i !. l, l oll
on this planet...
...but not on
this one.
evil alien tyrant.

perhaps add:

Scientists have nonetheless MADE PROGRESS on these issues.
I gave the Cartoon
Introduction to
Climate Change to
these students...
...and not to
these ones.

Let’s see who
does better on
the test!

...but that’s !,l26*l#!** %

4

In fact, the
SCIENTIFIC HISTORIES
of *! and
, l 
are SIMILAR.

what possible
similarities
could there be?

person smoking on a
dirty motorcycle.

5

Of course, as with any scientific theory,
,l6l l2(!%

the scientific link between *! and  (
has grown stronger and stronger over time...
1957:

1964:

The weight of the
evidence [suggests]
that excessive
smoking is one of the
causative factors in
lung cancer.

Cigarette smoking is causally
related to lung cancer in
men [and probably women,
too].

2004:
whoops, !l
2( is actually
caused by (! !...

25 million Americans
alive today will most
likely die of a smokingrelated illness.

...and so is
l.l  (%

surgeons general from
different years.
perhaps press conference with
sign on podium that says the
dates.

...and a similar trend is evident in the scientific link between
( !.* l*l **!* and , l  %
IPCC 1995:

IPCC 2001:

But !! 6 has been able
to identify a !! l !# ,l, !(6...

IPCC 2013:
go through some of the competing theories:

The balance of evidence
suggests a discernable
human influence on
global climate.

There is new and
stronger evidence.

It is 4,(  6l 6
that human activities have
caused !( l,ll
of the observed increase
in global average surface
temperature since the
1950s.

Is it *.*#!,*<
No.

Is itl l!<
No.

!* l
 (!. l
( ,!<

(!

!<

No.
wha?

could beat the “prehistoric giants” gag here.

perhaps spell out IPCC, or just expect
people to look in the glossary when
they see “ipcc”:
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC)

6

...and the evidence has gotten *,(! (l6 (l, (l6 (%l
7

Some of the most impressive evidence comes from
climate scientists’ *.
**.l#(  ,!*%
And climate scientists haven’t just been
(,l!.,l, ll# ,.( ...

(1970s scientists, in 1970s clothes and glasses and
hairstyles: afros and beards &c):

We predict that rising
temperatures will
become / -) by the
turn of the century.

our ) l
) ) was
+ '' ...

...but our
PREDICTIONS
were ' +%
scientist
fanning self and
sweating.

Since the 1970s, global temperature increases have
averaged almost 0.2lJ0.4Klper decade.
...they’ve also been (,l!.,l!,*l!l, l

,*%l

0.8 C

More warming
at , than
during the
6<
0.6 C

we don’t like
to (...

Yup.

More warming
 (l, l#! *l
than  (l, l
&.,!(<
Yup.

 **l  (6l
escaping into the
*,(,!*# (
and into *# <
Yup.

...., we
,! l6!.l
*!%

0.4 C

something funny
like.
more warming on
my hairy head...
0.2 C

than on my bald
one?
or a gag about
their fashion.

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010
Temperatures relative to 20th century average.

note:
perhaps we need to add data
from a few decades earlier
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Many of these predictions
come from !#., (l! *...
crystal ball connected to
computer

y fun brainstorm:
maybe we could have an “overheating” computer that’s
displaying a screen image of an “overheating” planet?

...which do a pretty good job of simulating
everything from the  l *...

check out
#, (lp%

...to 0!  l (.#,!*%

volcano here.

*!(,=, (l !!
for a few years, but
!l!=, (l# ,%

And these computer models
provide the best indication
of what’s comingll, l
 *l  %
we want to emphasize this,
perhaps with a final narrator
panel, that has them biting their
teeth (similar gestures to “about
that heating oil.”)
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